Elaborate horns in a giant rhinoceros beetle incur negligible aerodynamic costs
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Sexually selected ornaments and weapons are among nature’s most extravagant morphologies. Both ornaments and weapons improve a male’s reproductive success; yet, unlike ornaments that need only attract females, weapons must be robust and functional structures because they are frequently tested during male–male combat. Consequently, weapons are expected to be particularly costly to bear. Here, we tested the aerodynamic costs of horns in the giant rhinoceros beetle, *Trypoxylus dichotomus*. We predicted that the long, forked head horn would have three main effects on flight performance: increased body mass, an anterior shift in the centre of mass and increased body drag. We found that the horns were surprisingly lightweight, and therefore had a trivial effect on the male beetles’ total mass and mass distribution. Furthermore, because beetles typically fly at slow speeds and high body angles, horns had little effect on total body drag. Together, the weight and the drag of horns increased the overall force required to fly by less than 3 per cent, even in the largest males. Because low-cost structures are expected to be highly evolutionarily labile, the fact that horns incur very minor flight costs may have permitted both the elaboration and diversification of rhinoceros beetle horns.

1. Introduction

From foraging for food to avoiding predators, to finding and securing mates, locomotion is critical to the survival and reproductive success of nearly all animals. Selection for efficient locomotion, particularly among animals that fly, favours streamlined body forms, yet competition for mates has driven the evolution of an array of flashy ornaments and exaggerated weapons that often make males anything but streamlined [1,2]. Thus, the elaborate morphologies that are favoured by sexual selection typically oppose the simple, streamlined morphologies favoured by natural selection, which has led to a number of compensatory changes to ameliorate the costs of bearing large, sexually selected traits [3–5].

For example, the outermost feathers of long-tailed, sexually dimorphic male birds are often narrowed at the tips to help offset the aerodynamic drag that these tail ornaments accrue [6,7]. Similarly, in sexually dimorphic stalk-eyed flies, males have significantly longer eye spans than females, yet overall head mass does not differ because males have smaller eye bulbs and thinner eye stalks [8–10]. In contrast to ornaments (e.g. eye stalks and tail streamers), however, which merely need to be attractive to females, sexually selected weapons must be robust and functional structures because they are often tested during male–male combat [11–15]. Consequently, structural modifications that reduce the costs of carrying large weapons may not be favoured, if these changes compromise the weapons’ structural integrity and performance during fights. Sexually selected weapons are therefore expected to be particularly costly to bear; yet we still know surprisingly little about the costs of carrying these exaggerated structures.

Here, we investigate the aerodynamic costs of elaborate horns in a large Asian rhinoceros beetle, *Trypoxylus dichotomus*. Rhinoceros beetles are an ideal system for investigating the costs of carrying sexually selected weapons because of the impressive size of their horns: in some species, the length of the horn is greater than the length of the rest of the body [16,17]. Moreover, flying is the primary mode of locomotion for rhinoceros beetles, with beetles flying to and from resource sites each night [18,19]. Recent studies have
begun to examine the effects of horns on the flight performance of rhinoceros beetles in the field [20,21], yet no studies to date have examined the specific aerodynamic effects of beetle horns, or of any other sexually selected weapon.

We predicted that the long, forked head horn of male *Trypoxylus dichotomus* would have three primary effects on the beetles’ flight performance. First, we expected that the large horns would significantly increase total body mass, thereby increasing the amount of lift required to support the beetle’s weight to stay aloft [22–24]. Second, we expected that the long horns extending forward from the head would significantly shift the centre of mass forward, which could alter stability and manoeuvrability [25,26]. And third, we expected that the forked/horn-like head horn would significantly increase total body drag, thereby increasing the amount of thrust required to drive the beetle forward [22–24]. We present a set of experiments that investigate the consequences of horns on the beetles’ total body mass, mass distribution and aerodynamic drag, and then discuss how these three factors contribute to the overall cost to fly with an elaborate sexually selected horn.

### 2. Material and methods

*T. dichotomus* is a large Asian rhinoceros beetle with a wide variation in body and horn size. Large males have a branched head horn that can reach nearly two-thirds the length of their body and a smaller thoracic horn; small males have a short head horn and tiny thoracic horn; and females are hornless. Males use their horns to pry rival males away from wounds or sap sites on trees where females come to feed [27,28]. Males with the longest horns are more likely to win fights and gain access to these sap sites, and to achieve higher mating success [29,30].

Beetles were purchased as final instar larvae from a commercial insect distributor (Yasaka Dabuto Kuwagata World, Japan) and reared to adulthood at the University of Montana. Horn lengths of all males and prothorax widths (a standard measure of body size [31]) of both males and females were measured to the nearest 0.01 mm with dial callipers.

The mass contribution of the horns was measured by placing males (n = 91) in airtight containers, euthanizing them by freezing and weighing each beetle to the nearest 0.001 g with an analytical balance. The head and thoracic horns were removed using nail clippers, and then the horns and hornless body were re-weighed. Horns were hollow, air-filled and surprisingly light—smaller thoracic horn; small males have a short head horn and tiny thoracic horn; and females are hornless. Males use their horns to pry rival males away from wounds or sap sites on trees where females come to feed [27,28]. Males with the longest horns are more likely to win fights and gain access to these sap sites, and to achieve higher mating success [29,30].

To control for the large variation in size among individuals, drag measurements were converted to drag coefficients (C_D),

\[
C_D = \frac{2D}{\rho u^2}.
\]

where D is the measured drag, \( \rho \) is air density, S is frontal surface area and u is wind speed. Drag coefficients of manipulated males are based on frontal surface areas after the horns were removed. Frontal surface areas were measured using imaging software (IMAGEJ v. 1.41, National Institutes of Health) from digital photographs of the beetles at 0° body angle. Our results are qualitatively the same when the drag coefficients were calculated using the frontal surface area specific to each body angle (see [35] for rationale for keeping frontal surface area constant).

Finally, we used two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV) to visualize the effects of horns on the near-wake fluid dynamics of beetle specimens mounted in the wind tunnel with body angles of 50° and wind speeds of 3 m s\(^{-1}\). Details on our PIV system are described elsewhere [32]. In brief, we seeded the air using submicron-sized olive oil particles, positioned the laser to illuminate a parasagittal slice just off the beetle’s midline and placed the camera perpendicular to the planar illumination field. We used cross-correlation of paired images (elapsed time between images = 210 \( \mu \)s) and adaptive multi-pass processing to calculate particle velocity. We computed average particle velocity and vorticity using 50 sequential image pairs. To reduce surface reflections, beetle specimens were coated with a thin layer of rhodamine B dissolved in acrylic lacquer [36]. To quantify the effect of horns on the near-wake flow field, we measured average and minimum horizontal and vertical velocities 1.5 body lengths behind each beetle.

### 3. Results

The horns of male *T. dichotomus* made a very minor contribution to the beetles’ total body mass. Relative horn mass ranged between 0.5 and 2.5 per cent (1.5 ± 0.6%, mean ± s.d.). The horns were significantly drier than other body parts.
(ANOVA: $F_{3,96} = 1156.7, p < 0.001$): relative moisture content was $63.8 \pm 1.7$ per cent in thoraces, $54.2 \pm 2.0$ per cent in legs and $39.8 \pm 2.1$ per cent in elytra, but only $25.7 \pm 3.6$ per cent in horns.

The centre of mass was significantly closer to the head in males compared with females (Welch’s $t$-test: $t = 10.35, \text{d.f.} = 66.57, p < 0.001$); the fractional position was $0.48 \pm 0.03$ in males and $0.57 \pm 0.05$ in females. There was no relationship between centre of mass and body size in females ($R^2 = 0.03, F_{1,28} = 1.18, p = 0.29$), but there was a significant correlation in males (figure 1; $R^2 = 0.34, F_{1,54} = 28.42, p < 0.001$); the centre of mass was more anterior in large males than small males. However, the horns themselves had a trivial effect on the centre of mass. The centre of mass was significantly closer to the head in males with their horns intact compared with hornless males (paired $t$-test: $t = -5.86, \text{d.f.} = 55, p < 0.001$), but horn removal shifted the centre of mass by only $1.7$ per cent. Furthermore, there was no relationship between body size and the change in centre of mass between intact and hornless males ($R^2 = 0.001, F_{1,54} = 0.05, p = 0.82$), indicating that the long horns of large males did not shift the centre of mass more than the short horns of small males.

Beetles flew at slow speeds and high body angles (see the electronic supplementary material, movie S1). Typical flight speeds were between 1 and $4 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ ($2.27 \pm 0.44 \text{ m s}^{-1}$), and body angles ranged between $30^\circ$ and $85^\circ$ ($54 \pm 12^\circ$). As expected from aerodynamic theory, drag coefficients increased at higher body angles (figure 2). However, drag coefficients at body angles from $0^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ did not differ significantly between males with and without their horns (repeated-measures ANOVA: $F_{1,96} = 2.29, p = 0.13$). Intact males had slightly higher drag coefficients compared with hornless males at shallow body angles (less than $30^\circ$), but they actually had slightly lower drag coefficients at high body angles (greater than $30^\circ$); this is the opposite of what we would expect if horns significantly increased body drag. Moreover, at the beetles’ typical flight speed ($3 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) and body angle ($50^\circ$), drag coefficients did not differ among large males with and without their horns, small males with and without their horns, and naturally hornless females (ANOVA: $F_{1,35} = 2.26, p = 0.14$).

Visualizations of the airflow around mounted beetles using PIV (figure 3) provided further evidence that the beetles generate substantial drag during flight, but that the horns have a relatively small effect. The bodies of horned males generated a wide, drag-based wake with strong vortex shedding dorsally and ventrally (figure 3a), as expected for a non-streamlined body at moderate Reynolds numbers ($Re \approx 10500$). There was a large momentum deficit in the wake of the male’s body, indicating nearly complete flow separation; average horizontal velocity in the near-field wake was only $70$ per cent of the free-stream velocity, and minimum horizontal velocity was only $27$ per cent of free-stream flow.

The male’s horn also produced a drag-based wake, but the contribution of the horn was small compared with the rest of the body: the horn’s wake width was only $20$ per cent of the width of the body wake. Moreover, the loss of horns did not substantially change the flow field. Males without their horns (figure 3b) and naturally hornless females (figure 3c) also produced a fully separated, drag-based wake, and the momentum deficit in the wake of hornless males and females was similar to that of the intact males: minimum horizontal velocity was $31$ per cent of free-stream flow in the wake of hornless males and $30$ per cent in females. Furthermore, even in the hornless males and females, the air stream detached from the surface of the beetles at the maximum width of the body, as expected for a non-streamlined object. As a result, the lack of horns did not delay flow separation or help streamline the beetle’s body. There was, however, a slight net downward induced flow for all beetles. Average vertical velocity in the near-field wake was $-0.62 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ for horned males, $-0.52 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ for hornless males and $-0.48 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ for females. These results indicate that, despite the non-streamlined bodies and high body angles, beetles produced a small amount of body lift [32].
high body angles, the large projected area and prominent flow separation in the wake of the beetle’s body swamp the relatively small drag contribution from the horn.

Large horns also contributed surprisingly little to the beetle’s total body mass. Even in the largest males, horns represented only 2.5 per cent of the beetle’s total mass. While the centre of mass was closer to the head in large males compared with small males, this difference did not stem from the disproportionately long horns of large males. Rather, the centre of mass appears to be shifted towards the head in large males because they have larger prothoracic muscles (E. L. McCullough 2010, unpublished data), which are critical for generating sufficient torque to dislodge rivals off the trunks and branches of trees during male–male combat [27,30,37].

In order to fly at a constant velocity, an animal must generate enough lift to overcome its body weight, and enough thrust to overcome its body drag. Horns represent a very small increase in total body weight and body drag, and therefore result in a trivial increase in the overall force required to fly. Among the largest males, less than 3 per cent more force is required to fly with a horn compared with without a horn; among the smallest males, the added force requirement is less than 2 per cent.

Many insects are able to carry loads substantially heavier than their body weight [38]. For example, vespid wasps often carry animal prey that weigh 20–70 per cent of their body mass [39,40], and foraging bumble-bees may return to the nest with nectar and pollen loads that double their body mass [41]. As a result, it is unlikely that the beetles are significantly burdened by their lightweight horns. Moreover, because the horns of *T. dichotomus* are among the largest found in rhinoceros beetles, and are the only horns with such a broad, forked tip [17], it is unlikely that aerodynamic costs will be significant in other species with smaller horns.

Rhinoceros beetles exhibit an impressive diversity in the shape, size, number and location of their horns [16,17]. We suspect that this morphological variation largely reflects species differences in the tactics used during male–male fights. Males fight on various substrates (e.g. broad tree trunks, narrow bamboo shoots and inside burrows), and wield their horns in different ways to pinch, push or pry their opponents away from valuable resource sites [13,14,28]. As a result, sexual selection may have favoured divergent horn designs, as different types of weapon are likely to perform best depending on where and how they are used.

Given that variations in the shape and size of horns appear to have very minor consequences on the beetle’s flight performance, the exaggeration and diversification in horn morphology driven by male–male competition may have been largely unopposed by natural selection for efficient locomotion. Previous authors have similarly argued that the diversity of tail ornaments among birds may reflect the fact that tails are hidden by the wake of the body and thereby have minimal aerodynamic effects [42]. We suggest that, as in bird tail ornamentation, the large horns of rhinoceros beetles may effectively ‘hide’ from selective pressures because of the enormous wake of the body owing to the beetles’ slow flight speeds and high body angles. However, whether the evolution of horns has been constrained by selection to minimize costs in other naturally selected tasks remains to be tested. Future studies are also necessary to determine if horns approach their mechanical limits during intense fights, and whether functional limitations play a role in determining the shape and size of the beetles’ elaborate horns.

4. Discussion

The horns of rhinoceros beetles are among the most elaborate traits found in nature, and we intuitively expect these structures to impair locomotion. However, our data show that the aerodynamic costs of bearing large horns are exceptionally small and probably biologically negligible. In particular, the drag coefficients and patterns of airflow around beetles were essentially the same for males flying with and without their horns. Drag increases exponentially with flight speed [35], so minimizing drag may be relatively unimportant for beetles that typically fly at slow speeds. Furthermore, because beetles fly at very 

---

**Figure 3.** Time-averaged flow fields of a parasagittal PIV sample around mounted beetles in a wind tunnel. Wind speed = 3 m s\(^{-1}\) and body angle = 50°. White vectors in the foreground indicate average velocity; coloured background indicates average vorticity. (a) Large males with their horns, (b) without their horns and (c) naturally hornless females all generated drag-based wakes with complete flow separation. Horns also produced a drag wake, but their contribution to overall drag was small compared with the rest of the body. All beetles generated a slight net downward induced flow, indicating a small amount of body lift production. Yellow scale vector, 10 m s\(^{-1}\); black scale bar, 20 mm.
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